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CHRISTMAS "FEST-NOZ"
On the eve of these end-of-year celebrations, the traditional Christmas Fest-Noz (usually held in
Plœmeur each year) cannot take place but we still want to bring joy, music, and warmth in hearts!
In partnership with France3 Bretagne, we invite you for a

Christmas "Fest-Noz"
on Saturday December 26 at 8:30 p.m.
on the Lorient Interceltic Festival and France3 Bretagne Facebook and Youtube pages.
This special Christmas "FILIVE" will show some pieces of music filmed on the Quai de la Bretagne at
Lorient Festival these previous years, with more than fifteen Breton artists. They responded with
enthusiasm to our project and, by the way, will send a little word to the festival-goers connected in front
of their screens. 😉😉
Through this last FILIVE "Fest-Noz de Noël", we wish to express all our friendship, to pass all our Breton
and Celtic energies, to greet all the artists, bagadoù, breton dance groups, which could not perform this
year, all the intermittents, all the volunteers, partners, sponsors, all the people who work to make every
August a big celebration in Lorient.
A virtual Christmas present to watch near the tree!
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We also warmly greet all the initiatives of the Breton cultural players, who have been able to reinvent
themselves in recent months and offer broadcated events, live events in the confinement situation, new
ideas, despite the crisis.
This FILIVE, in a confinement context, is the last in a series that began on April 2, 2020. Every Friday
evening at 8:30 p.m., for 3 months, from April to June, the teams of Lorient Interceltic Festival, France 3
Bretagne, Lyo Production, the company Kaouenn and An tour Tan (for the Espace Marine concerts)
mobilized to bring the Festival and the culture alive with the broadcast of 15 concerts on social
networks.
See you on December 26 at 8:30 p.m. in front of your screens: turn up the volume, make room, take out
your gwenn ha du and DANCE! Do not hesitate to post your photos and videos in comments during FestNoz.
The usual moment of the wishes will come a little later, but we already really want to see you all from
August 6 to 15, 2021, to celebrate the year of Brittany together and to blow out the 50 candles of the
Lorient Interceltic Festival!
"Nedeleg Laouen"!
Artists :
Fleuves - Startijenn - Jean-Charles Guichen - Dañs Er Jeko - Skolvan - Spoum - Tymen/Kerveillant Le Gall-Carré/Moal - Ti Lyannaj - Fred Guichen - Spontus - Vincendeau/Felder/Girault - Hamon/Martin Djiboudjep
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